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Site-selective laser spectroscopy of CaF2:Pr'+ and CaF2:Pr'+, R '+ (R '+ =Y +, Gd +, N13+)
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Site-selective laser spectroscopy has been used to investigate the defect structure of a 0. 1 mo1%
Pr'+:CaF2 crystal. Twenty-three distinct sites have been identified from the fluorescence spectra.
Only three of the sites were found to be single-ion sites while the rest were assigned to be clusters
of two or more ions. The single-ion sites are a C4, site, which dominates the spectrum at 0.1

mol%, a cubic site, and a site of low symmetry. Of the 20 cluster sites identified, two sites under-
go intracluster energy transfer at a rate slow enough to be directly observed.

INTRODUCTION

When Pr + ions are doped into fluorite crystals they
substitute at dipositive Ca lattice positions and therefore
require charge compensation to maintain overall neutral-
ity. The charge compensation is provided by a local in-
terstitial fluoride ion (Prt-, .F;) or by a distant fluoride
interstitial (F;). The different possible positions of the
interstitial F will result in dopant ions in different crys-
tallographic sites. Any association of defects containing
a single rare-earth ion will be referred to as single-ion
sites regardless of the number of associated F intersti-
tials. Theoretical results of Corish, Catlow, Jacobs, and
Ong' show that rare-earth sites compensated by a F,

'
in

nearest-neighbor (NN) interstitial positions are favored
by small lattice constants and sites compensated by a F,'

in the next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) positions are
favored by larger lattice constants. Therefore C4, sites
are predicted to predominate in CaFz, C3, sites to
predominate in BaFz, and both types are predicted in
SrFz. The size of the dopant ion was also shown to
affect the position of interstitials, with larger dopants be-
ing more stable in C4, sites than smaller dopants in the
same host.

The assignment of dielectric relaxation lines for the
rare earths in CaFz, SrFz, and BaFz agrees with these
theoretical predictions. ' The RI and 8&v dielectric re-
laxation peaks seen in CaFz.Pr + are assigned as a C4,
single-ion site and a dimer site which has gettered an ad-
ditional fluorine interstitial, respectively. The C4, site
(Rt ) has been labeled the 3 site and is the dominant site
at 0.1 mo1% Pr +. ' Since concentration dependence
or annealing studies were not performed in the present
work, none of the sites could be correlated to the R &v

line.
At higher dopant concentrations, e.g. , & 10 mo1%,

the dopant ions and their associated F interstitials will
aggregate to form cluster sites containing two or more
rare-earth ions. Corish et al. ' have shown that dimers
of dopant ions with two interstitials in NN positions (see
Fig. 2, Ref. l) are stable relative to two isolated C&,
single-ion sites. In a subsequent paper Bendall, Catlow,
Corish, and Jacobs performed calculations on defect

clusters containing more than two dopant ions. They
showed that trimers, tetramers, and hexamers should
also be stable when high enough concentrations are
reached. In CaFz..R + the trimer was predicted to be
more stable than the tetramer, and it was speculated that
hexamers may form from the aggregation of two trimers.

It has generally been our observation in crystals with
the fluorite structure that cluster sites will predominate
when a dopant concentration of 0.05 —1.0 mol % is
reached, depending on the particular fluorite host and
rare-earth ion. ' The existence of higher-order clus-
ters has been experimentally confirmed by three-body up
conversion in Tb +, Yb:CaFz, ' and Pr +:CaFz. It
should be noted that the distribution of defect sites is
also dependent on the thermal history of the crystal
since the clusters can be dissociated at high temperatures
and prevented from reforming by quenching rapidly.

The optical spectroscopic investigations of CaFz.Pr +

reported in the literature ' ' ' have been quite varied
but have not yet produced a complete picture of the dis-
tribution of defect sites in this crystal. CaFz.-Pr has
been studied by Duran and coworkers exciting the 'Dz
level and monitoring direct fluorescence. ' ' They
identified four sites which they assigned as follows: a, a
single-ion site of C4, symmetry; b' and b", two ions in
which they reported energy transfer between the ions;
and c, a single-ion site of low symmetry. They also ob-
served very fast fluorescence, which had a lifetime of —1

ps, but they did not assign it as a site.
Lezama et aI. have studied a 0.1 mol% Pr +:CaFz

crystal exciting the 'D
z level and monitoring up-

converted Po ~ H4 fluorescence. They were able to ob-
serve 10 sites which were each assigned as either a single
ion or a cluster based on the temporal behavior of the
up-converted fluorescence. Sites 3, B, C, D, and E were
assigned to be single-ion sites because the risetime and
decay of the up-converted fluorescence was slow. The
up conversion for these sites was proposed to occur via
weak, long-range interactions between the sites. The
remaining sites, F, G, H, I, and J; were assigned as clus-
ters of two or more Pr + ions based on the very fast rise-
times and fast decay of the up-converted fluorescence.
The up conversion for these sites was proposed to occur
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via a strong short-range interaction between ions in the
same cluster site. Sites F, H, I, and J were found to con-
tain more than two ions because they could up-convert
light to the 'So level when exciting 'D2. Lezama et al.
reported their sites 3 and G were the same as sites a
(C4, single ion) and b (dimer), respectively, of Duran
and co-workers. ' '' We will show in this paper that
site G is a different site from the b site of Duran. The b
site actually corresponds to a site we have labeled L,
which is spectrally very similar to site G.

Chrysochoos et al. ' have studied the emission from
Po in CaFz.Pr + exciting at 476.505 nm with an argon-

ion laser. They classified the lines in the emission spec-
tra, based upon the concentration dependence of the rel-
ative intensities of the lines, into three groups: I, a
single-ion site of C4, symmetry; II, a dimer site; and III,
a single-ion site of cubic symmetry. In comparing these
fluorescence spectra to that of Duran, the only correla-
tion is the group-II lines (dimer site) match site a of
Duran (C4, single-ion site).

CaF2.Pr + has been extensively used by Macfarlane
and coworkers as a system for studying Pr +-F in-
teractions and Pr + hyperfine interactions. They
confirmed that the 3 site does have C4, symmetry and
that the ground state is a doublet with a

g~~
of 3.89.

The up-conversion experiments of Lezama et aI.
clearly show that there are a large number of cluster
sites which have their fluorescence quenched from the
D2 level. Because of their close proximity, the ions in a

cluster are usually strongly coupled so that energy can
be easily transferred from one ion in the cluster to
another. The approximate energy levels of a single Pr +

ion and a pair of Pr + ions are shown in Fig. 1. It is
evident that when one ion in a cluster is excited to the
'D2 level it can relax to the 'G4 level by transferring
some of its energy to another ion in the cluster. The ion
receiving the energy is excited from the ground state to
the F4 level. This energy transfer process can be writ-
ten as ('D2, H4)~('G4, F4). It is this ion pair decay
process that is responsible for the quenching of the 'D2
fluorescence of the cluster sites. Up-converted fluores-
cence is observable from the clusters under intense exci-
tation because a ('D2, 'Dz) pair state cannot relax by the
ion pair relaxation process described above.

Theoretical calculations predict there should be
differences in the defect distribution in CaF2 doped with
the larger Pr + ion than with the smaller rare earths.
Several questions still remain about this system, such as
how many single ion sites are present, does a cubic site
exist, and how important are the cluster sites? With the
goal of obtaining a more complete understanding of the
defect distribution and energy transfer in this system, we
have studied a 0.1 mol '7o Pr +:CaFz crystal at 12 K.
The Po and P, levels were chiefly studied because it is
possible to observe direct fluorescence from all of the
sites including the clusters. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that
there is a gap between the ( Po, H4) pair state and the
next lowest ('G4, 'G4) pair state so the rate of nonradia-
tive decay in the clusters is not rapid enough to quench
the Po fluorescence. Doubly-doped 0.01 mo1% Pr +,
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FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram for a single Pr'+ ion and the
total possible energy states of both ions in a Pr'+ dimer in
CaF, . The energies for the 'H4 thru 'G4 levels were taken
from Hargreaves (Ref. 21j.

0.1%R +:CaFz precipitates (R + =Y +, Gd +, or
Nd +) were also studied to try and confirm the assign-
ment of the sites as either single ions or clusters. Co-
doping with Y + or Gd + should cause the lines of clus-
ter sites to shift, since the Pr + in Y +-Pr + or Gd +-
Pr + clusters will experience a slightly different crystal-
line field than in Pr +-Pr + clusters. Codoping with
Nd + should completely quench Pr + fluorescence from
cluster sites since Nd + will rapidly decay nonradiatively
and fluoresce in the infrared. The spectra of single-ion
sites should not be affected by any codopants.

EXPERIMENT

The 0.1 mol 'Fo Pr +:CaF2 crystal was purchased from
Optovac and used as received. The CaF2.Pr +,R + pre-
cipitates were prepared following the procedure
developed by Gustafson and Wright. Johnston has
shown that heating the precipitates in vacuum with PbF2
oxygen getter produces a site distribution similar to that
of the crystal. The precipitate was formed by slowly
adding 20 rnL of 0.3M NH4F to 20 mL of a stirred
Ca(NO3)z, RC13 solution. The precipitate was collected
by filtering on 0.2 pm pore size paper and was annealed
at 550' for 1.5 h under vacuum in the presence of PbF2.
A spectroscopic examination showed this procedure re-
sulted in very little or no oxygen compensation.

The crystal or precipitate sample was mounted on the
cold finger of a closed-cycle He refrigerator, which was
capable of maintaining a temperature of 12 K. A 9-in
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electromagnet, capable of fields from 0 to 25 kG, was
available for Zeeman studies. A nitrogen laser pumped
tunable dye laser with a typical bandwidth of 0.7 cm
was used as the excitation source. The excitation spec-
tra of all sites was obtained by monitoring fluorescence
with a low resolution (7-nm bandpass) —,'-m Fastie-Ebert
monochromator, and an EMI 9785B PMT. A high-
resolution 1-m Czerny-Turner monochromator and dry-
ice-cooled EMI 9658R PMT were used to obtain fluores-
cence spectra of individual sites that were selectively ex-
cited with the dye laser. Spectra were obtained with a
current to voltage converter and/or amplifier, gated in-
tegrator, and strip chart recorder. Fluorescence tran-
sients were recorded with a LeCroy TR8818 100 MHz
transient recorder interfaced to an IBM PC AT comput-
er and LeCroy Catalyst signal-averaging software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The excitation spectra in the region of 428 —508 nm,
monitoring fluorescence from all sites, is shown in Fig. 2.
No transitions were observed in the regions of 450—460
or 482 —508 nm. The lines were assigned by tuning the
laser to each line and scanning the Po~ F2 fluores-
cence spectrum. Excitation lines with the identical
fluorescence spectrum and lifetime were assigned to the
same site. The lines labeled by primed letters in the ex-
citation spectra are not different sites but indicate
different temporal behavior from the unprimed letters.
The E-E' and S-S' sites will be discussed more fully in a
section on energy transfer. The fluorescence lifetimes
for each site are listed in Table I.

The Po~ F2 fluorescence spectra for each site are
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FIG. 2. Excitation spectra of the 'H4~'Po
& 2 and 'I6 re-

gion monitoring fluorescence from all sites with a gate width of
50 ps for the gated detection.

shown in Fig. 3. The Po ~ H4 fluorescence spectra are
shown in Fig. 4 for those sites which could be excited in
the 462 —472-nm region or excited by up conversion via
the 'Dz level. The sites have been labeled following the
notation begun by Lezama et al. Lines in the fluores-
cence spectra from other sites, which appear because of
accidental overlap in excitation, have been labeled ex-
plicitly in the spectra.

Three sites, H, J, and X, were not observed in the
475 —483-nm excitation region but were observed in the
462 —472-nm region. Sites H and J have Po ~ H4
fluorescence lines at 480.7 and 480.5 nm, respectively,
but any H or J excitation lines in the 475 —483-nm re-
gion are probably obscured by more intense lines from
other sites. For site X, however, the H4 ~ Po excita-
tion line which should appear at 477.6 nm was not ob-
served. Two sites, C and D, were only observed when
exciting by up conversion via the 'D2 level. C and D are
probably very minor sites which are obscured by
stronger lines in the excitation spectra.

Previous work has shown that site 2 has C4, sym-
metry. Only one line should be observed in the region of
the H4~ Po transition for a single ion, but site
clearly has two excitation lines at 476.0 and 477. 1 nm.
In order to determine the nature of these two lines their
Zeeman splittings were measured. A magnetic field of
25 kG 'was applied parallel to a [111]axis so the Zeeman
splittings of all the C4, sites are equivalent. The result-
ing spectra are shown in Fig. 5. The Po ~ F2 fluores-
cence spectrum shows no splittings so the fluorescing
level at 477. 1 nm must not split. The splitting of 2.5
cm ' in the lines at 476.0 and 477. 1 nm must, therefore,
be due to the ground-state splitting. This splitting
agrees with that predicted from the value of g

~

of the
ground state measured by Macfarlane et al. The lines
at 463.0, 463.9, and 466.4 nm have widths of -4 cm
so a splitting of 2.5 cm ' is not resolvable, although
they are noticeably broadened. The 8-cm ' splitting in
the quartet at 476.0 and the 4-cm ' splitting in the dou-
blet at 466.4 nm are due to splittings in the excited-state
levels. The 8-cm ' splitting of the line at 476.0 nm
could arise only if this line is a 'I6 level. A splitting of
4.05 cm ' is expected for the doubly degenerate P,
line. The line at 466.4 nm is probably this line but it
cannot be definitely assigned as P~ since a 'I6 line could
also have a splitting this large. The unsplit lines at
463.0, 463.9, and 477. 1 nm could be either Po, P, , or
'I6 1ines. We will continue to label the fluorescing level
of each site as Po although this assignment is not
definitive.

As can be seen in Table I site X has the longest life-
time of any site. The spectra of site X are also distinctly
different, Fig. 6 shows the excitation spectrum and ex-
panded Po ~ F2 and P p ~ H4 fluorescence spectra.
The phonon sidebands at 657.0 and 495.5 nm in the
3 3Po ~ F2 and Po ~ H4 fluorescence spectra are the3 3

lines which Chrysochoos et al. ' observed and assigned
as site I. Phonon sidebands are present in the spectra of
site X of comparable or greater intensity to the purely
electronic transitions. No phonon sidebands of
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TABLE I. Lifetimes and assignment of sites in 0.1 mol% Pr'+:CaF&.

Site

B
C
D
E
E'
F
G
H
I
J
L
M
N
0
P

R
S-S'

T
U
L

Lifetime
(ps)

95.4+ 4.9
42.5+ 4.2

42.8+ 4.2'
23.5+ 2.4
17.6+ 1.8

1.3+- 0.4
0.7+ 0.3
1.1+ 0.4
0.5+ 0.2

48.8+ 4.9
48.0+ 4. 8
41 ~ 3+ 4. 1

27.7+ 2. 7
25.2+ 2. 5
21.7+ 2.2
4.5+ 0.9
1.6+ 0.5'
1.2+ 0.4
0.6+ 0.4

647 +32

Number of
'F2 Levels

2
5

5

5

4
4
5
5

5

5

6
4
5

9
8

7
5

12
7
5

8
2

Site assignment
(minimum number of

ions in cluster)

C4„single ion
(cluster ?)
(cluster ?)
(cluster ?)

cluster (2)

cluster (3)'
cluster (2)
cluster (3)'
cluster (3)'
cluster (3)'
single ion
(cluster ?)
cluster (2)
cluster (2)
cluster (2)
cluster (2)
cluster (3)
cluster (2)
cluster (2)
cluster (2)

Oz single ion

Evidence for
assignment as

a cluster

e,f

e,g
e,g
e,g
e,g
e,g
d
h

g

g, 1

f,g, i

g
g, l
d

'Some fluorescence lines show a risetime.
Assignment is not definitive.

'Based on the observation of three-body up conversion (Ref. 5).
Not applicable.

'Efficient up conversion.
'Energy transfer observed between the ions in the cluster.
Short Po lifetime.

"No fluorescence observed from 'D2 as in the clusters.
'More than 2J+1 levels in 'F2.

significant intensity were observed for any of the other
sites. The long lifetime and intense phonon structure
has led us to assign site X as a single ion of cubic syrn-
metry.

The symmetry of site X was confirmed by measuring
the Zeeman splitting as a function of orientation in the
magnetic field. A crystal was visually oriented from the
(111) cleavage planes and was polished flat on a (110)
face. Rotating around a [110]axis allowed all three ma-
jor crystallographic axes, [100], [110], and [111], to be
rotated parallel to the magnetic field. The field strength
was 25 kG and the crystal was rotated in increments of
10'. Figure 7 shows the Zeeman pattern of the excita-
tion line for the magnetic field parallel to each axis. The
monochromator was set on the broad fluorescence pho-
non sideband at 495.5 nm so that no orientations would
be selectively monitored. As can be seen in Fig. 7 there
are no changes in the position or number of Zeeman
lines for different orientations, as expected for a cubic
site. The changes in relative ratios of the lines occur be-
cause of changes in the polarization selection rules since
a magnetic field along [100], [110],and [111]axes lowers
the symmetry of the ion from O~ to C~z, C2~, and C3, ,
respectively. The cubic symmetry is responsible for the
weak electronic transitions because the inversion symme-

try forbids electric dipole transitions and only magnetic
dipole transitions are allowed, which are inherently
weaker. The polarization of the Zeeman lines is con-
sistent with their assignment as magnetic dipole transi-
tions. The phonon sidebands are relatively intense
compared to the electronic transitions because the pho-
non breaks the inversion symmetry and electric dipole
transitions become allowed. The cubic site could not be
observed exciting the 'D2 level, probably because the
transition is too strongly forbidden.

Most of the rest of this discussion will deal with as-
signing the rest of the sites as either single ions or clus-
ters. A site can be identified as a cluster if it has more
than the maximum number of 2J+1 lines in any level.
Because of the uncertainty of the assignment of levels in
the excitation spectra, no conclusions can be unambigu-
ously drawn from the number of lines in these spectra.
However, the F2 manifold appears to be isolated and it
can be seen in the Po~ F2 fluorescence spectra in Fig.
3 (and tabulated in Table I) that sites J, X, 0, P, R, S-S',
and U have more than the maximum of five lines al-
lowed for one ion. More than five lines are observed
when the Po levels of the two (or more) ions in the clus-
ter have similar energies so that both ions fluoresce.

Sites can also be identified as clusters if they show
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3 ~ 3FIG. 3. Po~ F2 fluorescence spectra of each individual site. The excitation
(a) 476.0, (b) 481.7, (c) 594.0 'D

ivi ua si e. e excitation wavelengths (in nm) to obtain these spectra were:

481.4, (n) 481.6 (o) 481.2
a, 7, (c) 594.0 ( D2), (d) 593.0 ('D2), (e) 481.7 (e') 478.1, (P 480.6, (g) 481.3, (h) 466.8 (i) 479.3 ( ) 468. ,

. , (p) 480.7, (q) 480.2, (r) 478.9, (s', ) 478.56, (s&) 478.62, (t) 480.3, (u) 479.0, (x) 471.6.
i . , j .8, (l) 481.1, (m)

manifestations of strong interaction with a neighboring
ion. Such manifestations include energy transfer,
efticient up conversion, and fast nonradiative decay as
evidenced by a short lifetime. Two sites, E-E' and S-S',
undergo energy transfer between the ions of the cluster
at a rate slow enough to be observed. This is somewhat

unusual for R + ions in fluorites, although energy
transfer has been directly observed in the K site of
SrF&.Er +

When the excitation lines labeled E at 481.7 or 482.2
nm (the 482.2-nm line is a hot band) are excited, the
3 3PD~ F2 fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 3(e) is observed.
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FICJ. 4. Po~'H4 fluorescence spectra of those sites which could bic cou e excited in the 462 —472-nm region or excited by up conver-
n via 2. e excitation wavelengths (in nm) used to
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g

'
) used to obtain these spectra were: (a) 461.9, (b) 590.9, {c) 594.1, (d) 593.0, (e)

8.9, (e') 475.9, (f) 470.0, (g) 466.7, (h) 466.8, (i) 591.5, (j) 468.8, (1) 467.4, (m) 468.5, (q) 469.6, (x) 471.6.
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FIG. 5. Spectra of site A at 0 and 25 kG: (a) and (b) are ex-
citation spectra monitoring fluorescence at 490.0 nm and (c)
and (d) are fluorescence spectra exciting at 463.9 nm.

The fluorescence lines have the exponential decay shown
in Fig. 8(a) with a lifetime of 42.8 ps. When the excita-
tion lines labeled E' at 475.9 or 478. 1 nm are excited,
two sets of lines are observed in fluorescence, the E
fluorescence lines and a new set E'. The E' fluorescence
lines have the exponential decay shown in Fig. 8(b) with
a lifetime of 23.5 ps while the E fluorescence lines show

47'I . 0 472. 0
Vo, vE'lE'ngth (nm)

FIG. 7. The excitation spectrum of site X at 25 kG as a
function of orientation in the magnetic field. Fluorescence was
monitored at 495.5 nm.
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a rise time and then decay as shown in Fig. 8(c).
These transients indicate that E and E' are ions in two

distinct sites within a single cluster. When the higher
energy E' ion is excited, fluorescence is observed from
both E' and E because the energy transfer rate from E'
to E is comparable to the radiative rate from E'.
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Wa vel en g th (nm)
FIG. 6. Excitation and fluorescence spectra of site X. (a)

Excitation spectrum monitoring fluorescence at 648.2 nm, (b)
Pp ~ F2 and (c) 'Pp ~ H4 fluorescence spectra exciting at

471.6 nm.

0 200

Time (ys)
FIG. 8. The fluorescence transients of sites E-E' and S-S' as

described in the text. The respective excitation and fluores-
cence wavelengths (in nm) for obtaining these transients are as
follows: (a) 481.7 and 643.8, (b) 478.1 and 638.9, (c) 478. 1 and
642.2, (d) 478.62 and 642.7, and (e) 478.62 and 641.4.
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Fluorescence from the E ion therefore shows a risetime
corresponding to the decay of the E' ion. The transient
in Fig. 8(c) can be fit to a function of the form—f /~& —t/~&
(e ' —e ') with a r, of 40 ps and a rz of 20 ps.
and ~z correspond to the lifetimes of the E and E' ions,
respectively, and are within experimental error of the
lifetimes of E and E' measured directly.

Site S-S' shows slight changes in the relative ratios of
some lines in the Pp~ F2 fluorescence spectrum, de-
pending on which of the two excitation lines at 478.56 or
478.62 nm is excited, as seen for Fig. 3 [(s'&) and (sz)].
When the Pp~ F2 fluorescence line at 642.7 nm is
monitored, an exponential decay with a lifetime of 1.6 ps
is observed as shown in Fig. 8(d). If the line at 641.4 nm
is monitored, a transient with the functionality—t /7-& —t /rZ
(e ' —e '), where r, is 1.5 ps and rz is 0.4 ps, is
observed as shown in Fig. 8(e). The same transients are
observed for these fluorescence lines regardless of which
excitation line is excited.

The risetime in the fluorescence transient when moni-
toring the 641 ~ 1-nm fluorescence line shows that the ion
labeled S, responsible for this line is excited by energy
transfer from another ion. The analysis of the transient
in Fig. 8(e) indicates that the S ion should have an ex-
ponential decay of -0.4 ps. No fluorescence lines with
a lifetime of 0.4 ps were observed and it is assumed that
the S excitation line is obscured by more intense lines
from other sites. An exponential decay with a lifetime
of 1.6 ps is observed when the fluorescence line at 642.7
nm is monitored. This decay matches the w& in the tran-
sient of the 641.1-nm Auorescence line so the ion(s), la-
beled S', responsible for the fluorescence lines at 642.7
nm is also the ion which is transferring energy to the S
ion. There are two S' excitation lines at 478.56 and
478.62 nm. These two lines could arise from either two
distinct ions or from two closely spaced levels of one ion.
It is not possible to determine if the splitting of 0.06 nm
seen in the excitation lines is also present in the
Pp ~ F2 fluorescence spectrum since the width of the

fluorescence lines is —0.15 nm. The only evidence
which distinguishes the two excitation lines is the change
in the relative ratio of the 642.7-nm fluorescence line
(ion S ) to the other lines (ion S). Excitation of the line
at 478.56 nm provides more efficient energy transfer
than excitation at 478.62 nm as demonstrated by the ra-
tio of the 641.4 nm line to the 642 7-nm line being
greater. There is no reason that excitation of one or the
other of two closely spaced levels of a single ion should
cause differences in the fluorescence spectrum. There-
fore the two lines have been assigned as arising from two
distinct ions, labeled S', and S2, with one of the ions un-
dergoing slightly more efficient energy transfer to the S
ion. The difference between the S

&
and S 2 ions is as-

sumed to be too small to resolve in the Pp~ F2 fluores-
cence spectrum.

Lezama et al. assigned sites F, H, I, and J to clusters
containing more than two Pr + ions based on their fast
up-conversion rate and their up conversion to the 'Sp
level. They assigned site G as a dimer because of its fast
up-conversion rate to Pp and negligible up-conversion

rate to 'Sp. The short Pp lifetimes of these sites, listed
in Table I, are consistent with their assignment as clus-
ters. Given the short lifetimes of sites Q and T, 21.7 and
1.2 ps, respectively, they also have been assigned as clus-
ters. Lezama et al. assigned sites A, 8, C, D, and E to
single-ion sites based on their lower rate of up conver-
sion. While site A has been confirmed to be a C4,
single-ion site, site E (E E') -has been shown to be a clus-
ter. It is difficult to assign sites 8, C, and D as single
ions or clusters. Figure 2 of' this paper and the
H4~'D2 absorption spectrum of Lezama et al. show

that sites 8, C, and D exist in the crystal in relatively
low concentrations. One would expect the up conver-
sion of single ion sites to scale approximately with the
concentration of those sites since up conversion occurs
by excitation of two nearby ions of the same site symme-
try. Sites 8, C, and D undergo comparable or more
efficient up conversion than site A (site 8 has the strong-
est H4 ~ 'D2 excitation line when monitoring up-
converted Auorescence), even though they are present in
much lower concentrations than site A. Given this in-
consistency, sites 8, C, and D may also be clusters.
Minor cluster sites can appear anomalously intense in up
conversion if they have small energy mismatches and/or
strong coupling between the ions.

Lezama et al. reported the G site was the same as the
b site of Duran and coworkers, ' ' but we find that
site I. is the same as Duran's b site. The 'D2~ H4
fluorescence spectrum of Duran's b site and the
Pp~ H4 fluorescence spectra of sites 6 and L. are com-

pared by matching the crystal-field levels of H4 as
shown in Fig. 9. It is evident that levels for Duran's b

(a)

I I I (

594 598 602 604

I I I I I I I I I

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

480 484 4-88

Wavelength (nm)
FIG. 9. Comparison of the 'D2~'H4 fluorescence spectrum

of the b site observed by Duran (Refs. 4, 17, and 18) to the
'Po~'H4 fluorescence spectra of sites G and I.. (a) 'D2~'H4
fluorescence spectrum of the b site exciting at 593.5 nm, (b) and
(c) Po~ H4 fluorescence spectra of sites G and L exciting at
468. 1 and 467.4 nm, respectively.
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site correspond to those of site L. The confusion results
because the fluorescence spectra of sites G and L are
very similar. The H4~ Po excitation lines of sites G
and L occur at 481.3 and 481.1 nm, respectively. The
H4 ~ 'Dz excitation spectrum of site G has two lines at

593.48 and 593.46 nm, which are not completely
resolved, and a line at 590.8 nm; while site L has three
lines at 593.47, 593.40, and 590.4 nm. Site L has a 'Dz
lifetime of 325 ps, comparable to site 3's 'Dz lifetime of
510 ps. We assign site L as a single-ion site on the basis
of the fact that the 'Dz fluorescence from site L is not
quenched as it is for ions in clusters. The spectral simi-
larities of sites G and L suggest that the ions in these
sites experience the same crystal field. Since site G has
been shown to be a dimer, it is reasonable to assign site
G to consist of two equivalent ions which have the same

(c)

A

1

M 01% Pr

1% Gd
01% Pr

0. 1% Y
0.01% Pr

I I I I I I I I

0.1% Nd
0.001% Pr

Duran and coworkers ' '' assigned the b lines to cor-
respond to two separate sites, b' and b". In particular
the 'Dz~ H4 fluorescence lines at 16719 and 16729
cm ' were assigned to the b' and the b" sites, respec-
tively, on the basis of different fluorescence transients. '

We did not observe any lines in the Po or P, levels that
caused different relative intensities or transients for the
lines of site L. It is possible that the effects Duran and
coworkers attributed to energy transfer are the result of
spectral overlap with short-lived fluorescence from the G
site. Since the 'Dz levels of sites G and L overlap, the
'Dz~ H4 fluorescence lines of site G would overlap
with the site L fluorescence lines to the H4 Stark levels
of 0, 39, and 123 cm

In an effort to determine if any of the remaining sites
may be single-ion sites, CaFz precipitates were prepared
codoped with both Pr + and either Gd +, Y +, or
Nd +. Figure 10 shows the excitation spectra, monitor-
ing fluorescence from all sites, for the precipitate sam-
ples. Several differences are evident between the spectra
of the 0.1 mol% Pr +:CaFz precipitate and the crystal.
Only a few of the sites identified in the crystal were ob-
served in the precipitate and a broad absorption band is
seen around 479 nm. An oxygen compensated site ap-
pears in the precipitate and is observed as a shoulder on
the short-wavelength side of the site-3 line at 476 nm.
Codoping with Gd or Y + had very drastic effects on
both the positions and relative intensities of lines in the
spectra. Site 3 is the only site which is identifiable in all
of the spectra. Codoping with Nd + produced a spec-
trum in which only site 3 appears.

The sites seen in the 0.1 mol% Pr +:CaFz precipitate
are probably the most stable sites and it can be seen in
Fig. 10(a) that site 2 dominates the spectrum. The
short anneal time and relatively low temperature will
hinder the formation of clusters since the rate of cation
mobility will be slower. The most noticeable difference
is that site F, which contains at least three ions and has
a strong excitation line at 480.6 nm in the crystal, does
not appear in the precipitate. The differences between
the precipitate and the crystal are probably due to the
differences in the annealing of the two samples. While
the spectra confirm that site 2 is a single-ion site, no

I I I I I I I I I I I I

472 476 480 484
Wavelength (nm)

FIG. 10. Excitation spectra of the doped CaF& precipitates:
(a) 0.1 mo1% Pr +:CaFz, (bj 0.01 mo1% Pr +, 0.1 mol %
Gd'+:CaF~; (c) 0.01 mo1% Pr +, 0.1 mo1% Y +:CaF2', and (d)
0.001 mol% Pr +, 0.1 mo1% Nd +:CaFz. The —'-m mono-

chromator was used to collect fluorescence from all sites and
the gated integrator was used with a gate of 50 p, s at a delay of
30 ps after the laser fired.

conclusions can be drawn about the other sites since
they did not all appear in the 0.1 mol%%uo Pr +:CaFz pre-
cipitate. The spectra do show a trend in the importance
of the cluster sites as the size of the dopant ion is
changed. The site distribution in the doubly-doped sam-
ples will be controlled by the higher-concentration rare
earth (Gd + or Y + ). It can be seen in Figs. 10(a)—10(c)
that the relative intensity of the cluster sites to site 3 is
greatly increased in the precipitates codoped with the
smaller ions Gd + and Y +.

The excitation spectra in Fig. 1 can be compared to
the absorption spectra of 1.0 mol% Pr +:CaFz of Bho-
la and Hargreaves. ' While their lines could not be
definitively correlated with sites, it is evident that site A
is quite diminished compared to the other sites at 1

mol%%u~ Pr +. The concentration dependence of site 3 is
shown in Fig. 5 (for the Po~ H~ transition) of Chryso-
choos et al. ' The relative concentration of site A in-
creases up to -0.01 mol% and then drops off at higher
concentrations. The assignments of sites by Chryso-
choos et al. ' were somewhat misinterpreted because of
a limited concentration range and overlap of the sites in
the regions of the spectra they had selected.

CONCLUSIONS

The assignment of each site as a cluster or single ion is
summarized in Table I. Only three sites have been as-
signed as single ions: 3 (the C4, site), L (a site of low
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symmetry), and X (the cubic site). The number of lines
in the I'o~ F2 fluorescence spectra of each site shows
that there is no trigonal site in this system since a C3,
site would have three levels in the F2 manifold.

This work has shown that the defect distribution of
CaFz.Pr + is more complex than previously thought,
and is similar to other CaF2.R + systems. With the ex-
ception of the lack of a C3, site it is especially similar to
CaF2.Er +, which contains cubic, C4, and C3, single-ion
sites and 17 distinct cluster sites. ' The absence of a C3,
site in CaF2..Pr + is consistent with the theoretical calcu-
lations of Corish et al. ,

' who predicted that the trigonal
site should be unfavorable for larger lanthanide dopants.

Given the large number of sites found in the crystal it
is difficult to explain the simplicity of the dielectric re-
laxation spectrum. The fluorescence spectra of the clus-
ters show many similarities so it is possible that all of
the cluster sites, which have a dipole moment, are very
similar and together make up the R &v relaxation.

Several very interesting sites were identified in this

crystal which may be worthy of further study. Site G
has been determined to be a cluster of equivalent ions
which has very similar crystal-field split tings to the
single-ion site L. Thus a determination of the symmetry
of site L may also determine the microscopic structure
of the cluster G. Two sites, F.-E' and S-S', were found
to be clusters in which energy transfer between the ions
can be directly observed. Site F.-E' may be a suitable
cluster in which to study the mechanism of the non-
resonant energy transfer. The energy transfer would be
predicted to occur by a resonant two-phonon-assisted
Orbach process since Stark levels exist in the H4 mani-
fold which provide real electronic levels for phonon
scattering.
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